
Cleaning
Solutions

Care for Work Environments®

• Contains SE-500™ for superior odor control 
• Dissolves uric acid salts, mineral deposits and hard water scale
• Cleans the bowl between scrubbings
• Available in two fantastic scents: Morning Fresh™ and berry
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State Industrial Products
5915 Landerbrook Drive
Mayfield Heights, OH 44124
To Order Call: 1-866-747-2229
www.stateindustrial.com

Canada
6935 Davand Drive
Mississauga, Ontario L5T 1L5
To Order Call: 1-800-668-6513

Puerto Rico
Royal Industrial Park, Bldg “M”
Local #5, Carr 869, km 1.5 Palmas 
Cataño, P.R. 00962
To Order Call: 787-275-3185

PACKAGING 

123049   Blue 5 Oz Block/CS12  
54052   Blue 5 Oz Block/CS24  
54053   Blue 5 Oz Block/CS48  
102810   Morning Fresh™ 5 Oz Block/CS12
102811   Morning Fresh™ 5 Oz Block/CS24
103302   Morning Fresh™ 5 Oz Block/CS48

UNBEATABLE VALUE
Jonade is a toilet bowl deodorizer and maintainer that is designed 
to dissolve uric acid salt, mineral deposits and hard water scale 
between scrubbings. Its special blend of penetrants and surfactants 
does not contain paradichlorobenzene and is infused with State’s 
SE-500™ to eliminate malodors on a molecular level each time 
water passes through it. This unique cleaning formula will continue 
to work as it flows through the drain pipes. 

STATE-OF-THE-ART DESIGN
The compact design of Jonade clips to the side of virtually any toilet 
bowl. To ensure optimal efficiency and water flow, close attention 
was paid to the size, number and placement of the drainage ports. 
This attention to detail allows Jonade to provide long lasting 
cleaning and deodorizing power.

CUSTOM EXPERINCE
To help provide a desirable fragrance, State offers Jonade in two 
pleasant scents: Morning Fresh™ and the original Jonade Blue 
(berry). Fragrance will only be released when activated with water, 
making for a more cost efficient option than other units that 
evaporate over time. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
1. Simply clip Jonade to the rim of the toilet bowl.
2. Make sure the contour basket fits snugly against the inside of the                                                              
    bowl to ensure sufficient water contact with each flush.
3. After Jonade is used, discard the entire basket and replace with            
    a new one.

NOTE: Store Jonade in a cool, dry place. For best results, clean toilet 
bowls thoroughly with State Mint Action before using.

TECHNICAL DATA
APPEARANCE: pink or blue solid
ODOR: Morning Fresh™ or Jonade Blue (berry)
FLASH POINT: none to boiling point
LIFE CYCLE: 4 to 6 weeks, depending on water flow
SOLUBILITY: water activated
DISSOLVES: uric acid salts, mineral deposits, hard
water scale and other common soils
STABILITY: minimum one year

Please reveiew the label and SDS on stateindustrial.com for all 
product directions, precautions and first aid information. 

OTHER STATE RESTROOM PRODUCTS

D-Stroy®

Odor Destroyer and 
Drain Maintainer

Air Savors™
Super-Concentrated, 
Natural Odor Eliminator

Fragrance Factory®

Odor Elimination and 
Ambient Scenting System

DBC-34™
Concentrated Disinfectant 
and Bathroom Cleaner


